
GTA 4 LOVE MEET NET CHEATS

For Grand Theft Auto: Episodes from Liberty City on the Xbox , a GameFAQs There is also a third girl, Alex, who you
meet via carriagehouseautoresto.com: click on "Women .

They will stop and look around for the emergency, allowing you to easily steal their vehicle. Friend Profiles
There are five friends in total, which become available at different times during the storyline. If you do, 3
police cars arrive. The statue is inscribed with the name "Cluck Norris", and obvious parody of martial artist
movie star Chuck Norris. If you listen carefully, one of the other cars should do the "two bits" response. Each
one drops about five or six wads of cash, but all the guards will attack you. Claude outfit Kill Playboy X and
get his penthouse. This will also cause bodyguards with shotguns to chase after you. She enjoys being taken to
bars and, surprisingly enough, strip clubs. Wanted 20 - Achieve the highest personal rank in multiplayer. They
will follow you in, but the usually cant get back out. The GTA 3 Outfit should be there. It is a navy blue
sweatshirt. Free health boost Enter an ambulance to get a small health increase. Under The Radar Bronze -
You flew under all the main bridges in the game. Do not wear anything from the Russian clothes shop. Doesn't
Care If You Crash Ask Brucie for a ride in his helicopter once you earn the ability to, then look to the right
inside the helicopter and beside the window on the metal beam there is a warning sticker that says, "This
helicopter might crash, but we really don't care. Friend Achievements Driving Mr. Teamplayer Bronze - You
killed 5 opposing team members. Then, save the game, and restart it. From there, you can try to contact
various women and hope that they respond to your advances. You will still be able to walk away, but you will
not get a two star wanted level. Avoiding toll booths Drive through any toll booth with any emergency vehicle
with the sirens on. There are three other girls that Niko can meet and date via the www. Under The Radar 40 -
Fly underneath the main water-spanning bridges in the game with a helicopter. This is a good way to get easy
money without alerting the police. Sightseer Bronze - You have taken all variations of the helicopter tours of
Liberty City. M-4 assault rifle Go to the Easton area in Algonquin. The Securicar will start again, allowing
you to do the last amount of damage to get it to catch on fire and explode. Sign Up for free or Log In if you
already have an account to be able to ask and answer questions. Regaining health during missions You can
leave the mission area and go to a Cluckin' Bell, hotdog stand, etc. It must be a female cashier for this trick to
work. GTA IV 12 - wagtailfarm. The e-mail will contain a time and meeting place. Once you get her fondness
high enough, you can call her once per day to remove up to three wanted stars it even works during missions.
She prefers expensive restaurants, shows strip clubs included , darts, bowling and pool.


